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  MTN Projects
Modern Thinking Networks























  
  







  



  We provide full service counseling on most issues relating to Commercial, M&A, and TMT law, to our clients























  
  









  FIND A LAWYER →
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  J.M. Pérez Marzabal, (LL.M.)
COMMERCIAL & TMT LAWYER 
FOCUSED ON INNOVATION, PLATFORMS & STARTUPS WITH 26+ INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE, GUEST PROFESSOR, SPEAKER & INVESTOR.
"I have been passionately involved with Information Society since the 90s. As a lawyer focused on tech and innovation, I have the privilege of working with some of the most creative and passionate people in business."
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  All Practice Areas























  
  









  MTN Projects represents a wide array of clients, including ISPs, VCs, leading software developers, startups and other businesses entering the world of TMT. 
The firm provides full service counseling services on most issues in Commercial, M&A, and TMT, including:
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  Our latest news























  
  









  Excited to announce my attendance at the Digital Economics Conference in Toulouse! Looking forward to diving into cutting-edge discussions on the intersection of technology and economics. If you're around, let's connect! #digitaleconomics #AI #TSEDebate #tech
























  
  









  Artifact is shutting down. Despite its innovative approach to delivering information, the journey ends rather early. Grateful for the insights it shared during its time #AI
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  Carrer Gran de Gràcia 15, 1º - 1ª, 
08012 Barcelona, Spain
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  Call MTN Projects 
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